14th September 2018
Dear Parents,
Weekly Letter
We have been given the amazing opportunity to explore diversity first hand, because in two weeks on
Wednesday 26th September, we will be visited by a class of students from a school in Denmark. The
purpose of the visit is for the children to exchange experiences and learn for each other about what it
is like to grow up in Denmark, and to talk about their in and out of school, to build an understanding
of the youth culture in Scandinavia.
As part of this week’s English lesson I wish to show a short clip from the movie ‘Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone’, as the film is rated PG, I ask that all parents and cares please return the
consent slip at the bottom here, by Monday.
Homework
Monday: Spellings will be given out for a test on Friday. For this week, we are focusing on the
spelling pattern ‘unstressed vowels’. Children need to write their spelling words, three times in their
best handwriting, using the look, say, cover approach, and then use each word in a sentence or
produce a spelling story using the words for Thursday. This is to be completed in your child’s
homework book.
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Tuesday: English homework is a SPaG activity. If your child is unsure on this task, I am happy to go
through it in school. Please complete in purple homework book, to be handed in on Thursday.
Wednesday: This week the children will need to complete a worksheet on rounding to the nearest
thousand. This is to be done on the sheet and stuck in the purple homework book, to be handed in
on Friday.
Thursday: Children to make a sketch of their own Mayan god (they make up), the sketch must be
done in profile and the children to write a sentence to show what they are the god of for Monday.
Yours Sincerely

Miss M. Glargaard

I give my permission for _________________ to take part in the viewing of the film Harry Potter and
the philosopher’s stone (PG).
Date: ___________ Signed: _________________________________

